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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA


No. JA 23 of 1994



						BETWEEN:

						JOHN STEVEN WILSON
							Appellant

						AND:

						MAXWELL JOHN HILL
							Respondent



CORAM:   MARTIN CJ.



	REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

	(Delivered 12 January 1995)



		Appeal against sentence.  

		On 16 May 1994 the appellant was convicted and sentenced by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction sitting in Darwin in respect of three offences arising from a series of incidents in which he was involved with a taxi driver on a Darwin street in the early hours of the morning of 6 November 1993.

		For driving in a manner dangerous to the public, for which the maximum penalty is $2,000 or two years imprisonment, he was fined $1,000 (Traffic Act s30(1)).  In addition to that penalty, his driver's licence was cancelled and he was disqualified from holding a licence for two years (s30(3)).  Next, he was sentenced to four months imprisonment for unlawful assault upon the taxi driver, Dorothy Fox, for which the maximum penalty is five years imprisonment (Criminal Code s188).  It was directed that he be released forthwith upon his entering into a recognizance to be of good behaviour for two years (Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act s5(1)(b)). Finally, for unlawfully damaging property, the loss caused being greater than $500, namely, $1,198.93, he was fined $1,500.  The maximum penalty for that offence is seven years imprisonment (s251(2) Criminal Code) or a fine in addition to or instead of such an imprisonment of up to $5,000 (s390(2) Criminal Code). In addition to that penalty he was ordered to pay the loss, it is described as "restitution", but no doubt "compensation" was what was meant (see Criminal Code s393(1)).  Further orders were made allowing four months to pay the compensation and eight months to pay the total fines.

		The facts and circumstances giving rise to the charges were described before his Worship as follows:

		On the evening of Friday, 5 November, the defendant had attempted to converse with his estranged de facto, Veronica Gumbula, on a number of occasions.  On each occasion she had declined to speak with him or accompany him back to his hotel. 
At approximately 1.45 am on Saturday, 6 November, Veronica Gumbula hailed a taxi on Bagot Road outside the Nightcliff Hotel.   She told the taxi driver, Ms Dorothy Fox, that she wished to go to Minmarama Park on Dick Ward Drive.	  The taxi proceeded along Bagot Road, then Totem Road, then turned left onto Dick Ward Drive.  At this point the defendant drove up behind the taxi in his vehicle.  He was flashing his headlights from high to low beam and he then accelerated, bringing his vehicle right up behind the tailgate of the taxi. He then overtook the taxi and immediately upon passing swerved directly into the lane in front of the taxi and applied his brakes in an effort to make the taxi stop.  Doing so, he made it necessary for the taxi driver to apply her brakes to avoid a collision.  The taxi driver brought her vehicle to a halt and the defendant alighted from his vehicle and ran back to the driver's side of the taxi.  He then had a heated conversation with the passenger, Veronica Gumbula, through the driver's side door, and Veronica refused to leave the taxi.  He went around to the passenger side and had a further conversation, then returned to the driver's side of the taxi where the side window was partially open.  The driver was in a state of great fear and had informed the defendant that she had called for the police.  At this time the defendant placed both hands upon the open window, and the window shattered.  Dorothy Fox was not injured but she was in fear, and she was still calling for help on her two-way radio.  The defendant then reached through the broken window, entering the vehicle with his upper body and both arms.  He wrestled the microphone from the driver's hand, pulling the lead completely away from the dashboard.  He then threw this microphone onto the road behind him before again re-entering the vehicle in the same fashion, and wrenched the whole radio unit from the dashboard. He then threw this on the roadway behind him.  On each occasion that he entered the vehicle he was applying force to Ms Fox with his elbows and upper body causing her transitory pain to the chest and to the right shoulder.  Ms Fox later stated that she was in a state of fear bordering on hysteria during this event.

		Another taxi driver arrived and the appellant waited at the scene for the police, whereupon he was arrested.  The weather was fine, the road dry and traffic moderate.  A roadside breath test failed to show any trace of alcohol.  Although the appellant declined to participate in any formal interview by police, exercising his right to remain silent, he later provided a statement through his solicitor in which he confessed to his involvement in terms which accorded with the account of Ms Fox.  He pleaded guilty to the charges.

		At the time of the offences the appellant was 22 years of age, and apart from a period during which he underwent secondary and tertiary education, has lived at Peppimenarti.  When before his Worship he was involved in a part time course in Community Management at Batchelor College and employed by the Peppimenarti Club Incorporated at a wage of approximately $350 per week.  He had no prior convictions.

		The background to the offending was put by the appellant's counsel to the Court.  In brief, the appellant had been endeavouring to meet his wife in Darwin to go to a concert.  She was then four months pregnant to him and had been living with her family at Ngukurr whilst he was at Batchelor.  He unsuccessfully sought his wife at places indicated by her, but they met and sat together at the concert.  After taking other members of his family home, the appellant went to where he thought his wife would be, but she was not there and he went looking for her.  At about 12.30am he saw his wife outside an hotel, she had been drinking and an argument developed between them.  She struck him, walked away abusing him and got into a taxi.  He followed in his vehicle, being concerned that his wife had been drinking and not knowing where she was going.  He wanted to talk to her.  The flashing headlights not succeeding in having the taxi stop, he pulled out, went past and pulled up in front of it.  He noted that the driver was in a state of panic, but he put both hands on top of the partly opened driver's side window.  She wound it up and jammed his fingers and attempted to move the taxi forward, he broke the window trying to release his fingers from it.  The taxi driver panicked further and commenced to call police and other taxi drivers on the taxi radio.  The appellant leant into the cab, across the driver, brushing or pushing against her as he did so, and removed the microphone and radio in two separate actions.

		On either account the assault upon Ms Fox was incidental to his grabbing the radio equipment and removing it from the taxi.  She was not physically injured, although she was greatly distressed.  It was not put that she suffered any lasting impact.

		A particular plea in mitigation was put to his Worship.  It was based upon the work undertaken by the appellant, his elder brother and father, in establishing a tourist facility at Peppimenarti.  It was attracting international attention and visitors to observe the life of an aboriginal community.  As part of the promotion of that attraction, the appellant and his brother were required to travel not infrequently to America.  It was put that the appellant's brother, who had a conviction for what was described as "a very minor matter", had tremendous difficulty in obtaining a visa to go to America.  Convictions recorded in respect of any of these offences could cause the same difficulty for the appellant, and thus reflect adversely upon the developing business enterprise and the wider community at Peppimenarti.  Further, a conviction for dangerous driving would result in the automatic loss of the appellant's driver's licence for at least three months, and apart from anything else, that would make it difficult for him to travel to and from Batchelor for his further education.  

		What counsel for the appellant sought was an order for the conditional release of his client without conviction, under s4 of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act.  To enable an order envisaged by that provision to be made , the Court must reach the opinion that it is inexpedient to inflict any punishment, or to inflict any punishment other than a nominal punishment, having regard to:

	the character, antecedent, age, health or 

	mental condition of the person;

	the extent, if any, to which the offence is of a

	trivial nature; or

	the extent, if any, to which the offence was 

	committed under extenuating circumstances.

		It is not open to the Court to impose more than a nominal punishment under s4 if it is intended to dismiss the charge or not proceed to conviction.  (Compare s392(1) of the Criminal Code to which no reference was made in the course of submissions to a Court of Summary Jurisdiction nor to this Court.  For the purposes of this case it presents no feature such as to distinguish it from the provision under consideration).  There was a short discussion between counsel for the appellant and his Worship on this submission.  It was rightly considered that although the appellant was prepared to pay a fine and compensation, or be subject to a community service order, no such imposition could be made absent a conviction, which the appellant was seeking to avoid. 

		As to the applicability of s4, his Worship had the information concerning the appellant's character, antecedent and age, already referred to, and nothing was put as to his health or mental condition; it was not contended that the offence was of a trivial nature; the fact that the accused was concerned for his young drunken pregnant wife was put as an extenuating circumstance.

		When called upon, the prosecutor submitted that the exercise of power under s4 was not appropriate.  He pointed to the seriousness of the dangerous driving offence, the fact that although the assault was incidental to the property offence it nonetheless caused the driver to become hysterical, and that the damage to the radio equipment was intentional.

		No other submissions were made on the question of penalty and his Worship gave no indication of his thinking about the submissions.  In particular, he did not then indicate that he considered the assault to be such as to warrant a sentence of imprisonment.  The matter was heard on Friday and his Worship adjourned consideration until the following Monday.  On that day no indication was given by his Worship as to his decision before he commenced his sentencing remarks.  He recited the facts and circumstances of the offences saying he regarded the dangerous driving as being serious, done deliberately.  He noted that the damage to the window was regarded as arising from a natural reaction to the situation in which the appellant was caught, and that that was not the subject of any charge.  As to the assault, he treated it as being incidental to the taking of the radio equipment, but noted the effect it had upon the taxi driver.  He also set out the facts known about the appellant personally.

		Turning to the submissions made as to penalty, his Worship appears to have accepted that the appellant may strike some difficulty in obtaining a visa to go to America if convicted and he noted the importance of his being able to promote the tourist enterprise.  Clearly, his Worship did not have enough information before him as to whether or not convictions for offences of this type would have an effect upon the visa application, but he was prepared to give the appellant the benefit of such little information as he had. However, he went on to say:

		"We can't lose sight of the fact that you have committed quite serious offences .... it is to my mind a pretty poor reason for not imposing a conviction .... What you did, having a row with your wife and then ending up with a violent confrontation to a taxi driver, is not uncommon.  Its particularly aggravated this time, perhaps, because the taxi driver is also a woman .... It is important that the law protect and be seen to protect people in the position of taxi drivers".
		He said he had no difficulty in rejecting the submission that there should not be a conviction, and added that he had seriously considered sending the appellant to gaol. He noted what he said was a tendency, not frowned on by this Court, to impose suspended sentences for first offenders for assault, even aggravated assaults, and especially noted the appellant's age, considering that this Court would be the first to remind him that sending such a young man like the appellant to gaol was a very very serious thing to do.

		Looking at the wages being received by the appellant, his Worship thought he was in a much better position than many in the community to pay a substantial fine, and said that such fines were appropriate for the dangerous driving and property damage offences.  He proceeded to impose the sentences and additional penalties, adding that as to the fine for the property damage, removing a taxi driver's radio when the driver was seeking to call for help, was a "particularly malevolent act".

		The grounds of appeal are:

	That the sentence was manifestly excessive in the

	circumstances, the learned Magistrate having failed 
	to take account of matters relevant and erring in 
	exercising his sentencing powers.

	That the Learned Sentencing Magistrate erred by 

	failing to take into account the totality principle 
	of sentencing.

	That the Learned Sentencing Magistrate erred by 

	failing to take into account the subjective features 
	of the appellant when fixing the penalties.

	That the Learned Sentencing Magistrate misdirected 

himself on the sentencing principles applicable to the crime of aggravated assault.

	That the Learned Sentencing Magistrate misdirected 

himself on the facts by holding that the appellant "ripped out" or "smashed" the taxi driver's car door window.

	That the Learned Sentencing Magistrate erred in

failing to accord procedural fairness to the appellant in that throughout the entire plea in mitigation and the prosecution submissions on penalty the Learned Sentencing Magistrate indicated to both parties that the only sentencing consideration in issue was whether it was an appropriate case for a no conviction bond.

		There was no need for the appellant to behave as he did in any respect.  It is not suggested that he could not have followed the taxi until it reached its destination, nor is it suggested that if that were not possible, he did not know where his wife could be contacted later.  He must have lost his good sense either out of concern or anger.  His driving was not a mere departure from the ordinary rules of the road, it created a wholly unreasonable and unwarranted danger to members of the public including the taxi driver and her passenger.  In addition, a danger was created towards traffic which was, or might reasonably have been expected to have been on the street at the time.  It was described as being "moderate" and no issue was taken about that.  Just how one quantifies what is meant by "moderate" is difficult to know, but it certainly means that there was some traffic on the road in the vicinity.  Such a deliberate, but unexpected course of conduct on the part of the appellant produced a real risk that something untoward might happen, and if it did, then the damage caused would be likely to be serious (see the remarks of Wells J. in Pope v Hall (1982) 30 SASR 78 at 79 - 80).  So much was acknowledged by the appellant by his plea of guilty.  It is easy to image far more serious cases of dangerous driving; this was but a single incident, the passing and overtaking of the taxi and sudden stopping must have been over a relatively short distance of roadway and during a short period of time.  No other vehicles or people were involved, and the manoeuvre was not made the more dangerous by reason of road conditions or other external factors.  What is required in each case is an assessment of the quality of the dangerous driving, a matter of degree (per Kearney J. in Tarry v Pryce (1987) 24 A Crim R 394 at 399).

		As to the assault, it was not serious in itself.  It was not perpetrated by blows to the driver's body or with any weapon.  It was not gratuitous and was not carried out with the intention of robbing the driver for cash takings nor harming the driver, much more serious matters.  It was committed whilst the appellant, a normally law abiding citizen, was under some stress.  The maximum penalty of five years imprisonment takes into account that the victim was a female.  Although she suffered nothing beyond transitory physical harm, she was caused considerable distress.  The assault was further aggravated by being carried out in two stages.  The fact that the vehicle carrying the appellant's wife was a taxi does not seem to have been important to the appellant, he was simply chasing the vehicle which was carrying her.  The damage to the radio equipment was deliberate and wanton, his Worship rightly described it as "malevolent".

		There is nothing about this case as to the circumstances of the offence or of the offender which could properly attract the operation of the power to dismiss the charge or not proceed to conviction.  His Worship has not been shown to have erred in the exercise of that discretion.  I find it difficult to place the substantive basis for the plea for the application of s4 within the framework of the statute.  There is nothing in the appellant's age or antecedent which would attract the benefit, none of the offences were trivial and the extenuating circumstances did not justify or go anywhere near excusing his behaviour.  The effect which a conviction or convictions might have on a visa application, and the undoubted loss of his driver's licence if convicted of the traffic offence, are not factors which fall for consideration under s4.  His Worship did not consider the enumerated facts and circumstances which, when taken in the whole of the circumstances of the offender and the offence, could properly give rise to the operation of s4 in the appellant's favour.  In that he has not been shown to have erred.  Taken individually, it is not shown that the sentence for each offence was manifestly excessive.  Each penalty may be regarded as being at the upper end of the scale for the circumstances of the particular offence and taking into account the circumstances of the appellant.  But that is not enough to entitle the appellant to have any of them set aside as being outside the limits of proper discretion.  No statistical material was provided to demonstrate that in any matter the sentence exceeded any discernible tariff.  For all offences there is a need for the sentence to include a significant element directed to general or public deterrence.  People must realise that violence directed at a person and wilful damage to property, which was not in any respect brought about by the person or owner of the property, will not be tolerated nor will wilful dangerous driving on public streets.  The sentences imposed must also be viewed against the maximum penalty available in each case, substantial periods of imprisonment.

		The second ground of appeal is that his Worship erred by failing to take into account the totality principle of sentencing.  As the High Court put it in Mill v R (1988) 166 CLR 59 at 62-63:

		"The totality principle is a recognized principle of sentencing formulated to assist a court when sentencing an offender for a number of offences.  It is described succinctly in Thomas, Principles of Sentencing, 2nd ed. (1979), pp. 56-57, as follows (omitting references):

			"The effect of the totality principle is to require a sentencer who has passed a series of sentences, each properly calculated in relation to the offence for which it is imposed and each properly made consecutive in accordance with the principles governing consecutive sentences, to review the aggregate sentence and consider whether the aggregate is 'just and appropriate'.  The principle has been stated many times in various forms: 'when a number of offences are being dealt with and specific punishments in respect of them are being totted up to make a total, it is always necessary for the court to take a last look at the total just to see whether it looks wrong[']; 'when ... cases of multiplicity of offences come before the court, the court must not content itself by doing the arithmetic and passing the sentence which the arithmetic produces. It must look at the totality of the criminal behaviour and ask itself what is the appropriate sentence for all the offences'."

		See also Ruby, Sentencing, 3rd ed. (1987), pp.38-41. Where the principle falls to be applied in relation to sentences of imprisonment imposed by a single sentencing court, an appropriate result may be achieved either by making sentences wholly or partially concurrent or by lowering the individual sentences below what would otherwise be appropriate in order to reflect the fact that a number of sentences are being imposed.  Where practicable, the former is to be preferred."

		These passages have to do with sentences of imprisonment, but it would be quite illogical to say that the principle has no application when pecuniary penalties are under consideration.  There are a few references in the reported cases to the application of the principle to such penalties.  The earliest appears to be in Keefer v Lister (1962) 56 QJPR 119 referred to by Forster CJ. in Brown (1982) 5 A Crim R 404 at 407.  In Keefer v Lister (supra) Moynihan D.C.J. clearly indicated at 124 in the passage cited by Forster CJ. that when imposing fines in respect of multiple offences it is a material consideration to take into effect the end result of the aggregate of the fines imposed.  In Brown's case, his Honour was dealing with a person convicted of 13 charges under the then Firearms Act for that he was not authorised to possess the 13 firearms.  In respect of 10 charges, he was fined a total of $2,000 and in respect of three others, a total of $1,300 an aggregate of $3,300.  His Honour said at 407:

		"In a number of unreported decisions of this Court it has been held that, save in special circumstances, when a number of offences arise from substantially the same act or same circumstances or a closely related series of occurrences, cumulative penalties should not be imposed, and many sentences passed from day to day have demonstrated adherence to this principle.  The principle has not the same force when fines are involved rather than periods of imprisonment but it is still a consideration in the former case".

		His Honour proceeded to quash the penalties and to fix new penalties totalling in all $1,850.  Although his Honour was there dealing with a number of offences of a like kind, there is no reason why it should not apply in any circumstance which would justify the imposition of concurrent sentences of imprisonment.  In Sgroi (1989) 40 A Crim R 197 at 203 Brinsden J. also equated the totality principle in relation to custodial terms of imprisonment to the imposition of fines. I was informed during the course of argument that the practice in the Court of Summary Jurisdiction in the Territory where such a principle is applied in relation to fines, is for the total amount of the penalty thought appropriate to be imposed in respect of one of the offences and for convictions to be recorded without further penalty in respect of the others.  Further consideration will be given as to whether his Worship erred by infringing the totality principle after considering the other grounds of appeal.

		I am not satisfied that his Worship failed to take into account the subjective features of the appellant when fixing the penalties.  Nor am I satisfied that the appellant was correct in his further submission that his Worship gave insufficient weight to those features.  Indication has already been given that the individual penalties fixed in relation to the separate offences were within the range of sound discretion.

		As to sentencing principles applicable to the crime of aggravated assault, of which there are many specific types (see s188(2) of the Criminal Code), it was contended that his Worship erred in suggesting that there was a tendency to    follow convictions for aggravated assaults with suspended gaol sentences, even in the case of first offenders.  What his Worship said was that he had it in mind that the appellant should suffer a period of actual imprisonment, but that this Court had indicated that in similar circumstances a sentence of imprisonment should be suspended.  The records of this Court show that it is a rare case in which a person convicted of an aggravated assault is not sentenced to a term of imprisonment.  That has been the established pattern for many years.  The commonest offences being those involving bodily harm (usually inflicted by a weapon of some description) or where the offender is a male and the person assaulted female or involving an indecency.  Naturally, the period of the sentence varies widely dependent upon all of the circumstances which the law obliges a sentencing tribunal to take into account, as does the period of time, if any, in which the convict is kept to confinement.  It was suggested in argument that his Worship erred in considering that an assault by an male upon a female usually carries a sentence of imprisonment.  There is no error in that approach, at least in so far as such matters come before this Court.  There is no information before me as to the manner in which the Court of Summary Jurisdiction deals with such matters.  What is to be done thereafter to ameliorate the sentence is a matter for the sentencing tribunal in accordance with the undoubtedly wide discretions conferred by the parliament to be exercised after taking into account all relevant circumstances.  All cases of assault require individual assessment and treatment (per King CJ. in Yardley v Betts (1979) 22 SASR 108 at 110) and it may still be the case as his Honour there said that a judicial policy which was to embody a presumption of imprisonment for even serious cases can not be justified.  However, aggravated assault in this jurisdiction is usually dealt with by a sentence of imprisonment as a starting point.  There is clearly a view that personal, general or public deterrence are matters to be given considerable weight in such cases.

		Next it was put that his Worship erred in holding that the appellant "ripped out" or "smashed" the taxi door window.  There is no merit in this complaint.  The damage to the window, however caused, was not the subject of any conviction because there was no charge.  In context, what his Worship was doing was to correct himself from asserting that the appellant ripped out the window to that he smashed it, and that is what he did.

		Finally, and a matter of greater substance, is the argument that the learned Stipendiary Magistrate failed to afford the accused procedural fairness in that he is said to have indicated to both parties that the only sentencing consideration at issue was whether it was an appropriate case for a no conviction bond.  To state the ground of appeal is to disclose his weakness.  Surely if the issue was whether or not it was an appropriate case for a non conviction bond, and that issue was resolved against the appellant, then he would anticipate being dealt with on some other basis.  The gravamen of the complaint, however, is that his Worship did not hear counsel for the appellant as to the question of penalty which might be imposed in such an event. 

	The application of the rules of natural justice, or procedural fairness, in the course of sentencing was referred to by me in Saylor v Svikart (unreported, 18 May 1994).  In that case the learned Magistrate had drawn an inference from the appellant's submissions on sentence adverse to him which may have lead to the sentence imposed being more severe than that which may have been imposed had the submission been taken into account in his favour, without giving his counsel opportunities to make submissions in respect of it.  The principle was applied by Angel J. in G v Bourne (unreported, 4 October 1991).  A few days prior to the decision in Saylor v Svikart, I had applied the same principles when quashing a discretionary order to disqualify the appellant from driving and obtaining a driver's licence without giving him any opportunity to be heard on the point (Nelson v Chute (unreported, 12 May 1994).  It is undoubted that denying the opportunity to present a submission on the matter of sentence generally is an appellable error (Hunter v R (1988) 62 ALJR 432).  Failing to give an opportunity to make submissions where the Court contemplates making quite unusual terms of the bond has been similarly categorized (Temby v Schulze (1991) 57 A Crim R 284).  This case does not squarely fall within any of those parameters.  As is the usual course, counsel for the appellant, after presenting facts going to sentence, urged the exercise of discretion under s4.  During the course of discussion between Bench and Bar, counsel said that his client would be prepared to undergo "whatever is required in terms of punishment, if your Worship was to impose monetary penalties or even community service"; he indicated that an order to pay restitution presented no problem to his client.  Those representations were made in the context of the argument that his Worship exercise powers under s4 not to record a conviction, but without recognising that no such penalties could be imposed if s4 was applied.  It permits no more than a nominal punishment, and I do not consider it could properly be utilised by making the payment of a penalty or compensation or the undertaking of community service as a condition of a bond thereunder.  He informed the Court of the appellant's employment and earnings, factors which bear upon the imposition of fines, and other pecuniary penalties.  What he seemed to be saying was that if it would assist his client's cause to leave the Court without a conviction, then he would not mind if he suffered some pecuniary loss and was ordered to undergo work in the community.  The complaint now is that not having succeeded in his primary submission, his client should not have suffered the sentences imposed without being given the opportunity to make further submissions.

		I found this aspect of the appeal difficult, but in the end have decided that the Court ought to have invited further submissions once it determined that it was not intended to exercise the powers under s4.  The appellant had an expectation that he might avoid conviction, but nevertheless have to pay pecuniary penalties or perform community service.  Once it was plain to his Worship that that expectation could not be met (either because it was not an available sentencing option, or because the circumstances did not fit within the provision, or even if they did, the Court was of the opinion that it was not an appropriate case to exercise the discretion), and his Worship was considering imposing substantial penalties he should have said so and invited further submissions.  The penalties available under the criminal justice system in the Territory are very wide both as to the type and range, and they had to be applied against a background of these three disparate and serious offences in respect of the particular offender, who presented with features upon which he could rightfully base a claim for mitigation.  The position is quite clear in a case where the Court is contemplating sentencing a person to a discretionary term of imprisonment, whether it has it in mind that the person should serve the whole of the term or not, it should say so unless it is manifest that the offender understands that such a sentence is at least likely.  A sentence to actual imprisonment carries harsh consequences, and even when wholly suspended, may do so.  Anyone facing such a prospect should be informed and given the chance to make submissions.  Unrealistic expectations ought not to be nurtured and then dashed without warning.  Not every accused person or his legal representative can be taken to be aware of the sentencing practices of a particular Court, Magistrate or a Judge in relation to the offence for which he or she stands to be punished.  Where the most severe sanction known to the criminal law is contemplated there is a requirement of procedural fairness which alerts an offender to his or her situation of jeopardy and enables a formulation of a response to it.  The remarks of Coldrey J. in Brand and Hein v Parson and His Honour Judge Lewis (1993) 68 A Crim R 147, and cases referred to support this proposition, though some were decided in a different context.

		At the conclusion of argument on the appeal I invited submissions from counsel for the appellant as to the penalties which ought to have been imposed.  Consistent with his arguments on the merits, he submitted that the appropriate penalty was a fine on all counts plus an order for compensation in respect of the damaged property, the aggregate of which should be rounded out to a proper level taking into account the totality principle.  As to the sentence to imprisonment for the aggravated assault, it was submitted that if it was to stand it should be for a far lesser period and fully suspended in any event.

		In the light of all that has gone before, it is unnecessary for me to go into detail again.  The appeal is partly allowed upon the grounds that the learned Stipendiary Magistrate erred in failing to take into account the totality principle.  Although the records may not truly reflect the gravity of each offence, I consider that it is preferable when the totality principle is being applied that fines in respect of a number of offences be adjusted by lowering the individual fines below what would otherwise be appropriate.  To load up one or some of the fines on some counts and convict without penalty on others, is likely to give a more distorted picture of the offender's criminality.  There is no way of telling, from the record, whether the heavy fines on the one hand and lack of fine on the other truly reflect the culpability for each of the offences or were determined as a means of implementing the totality principle.  Orders for restitution or compensation should reflect the real value of the damage or loss, but the quantum should be taken into account when considering the appropriate fines, bearing in mind the totality principle and the offender's ability to pay.  The period of disqualification from driving strikes me as being too much in all the circumstances especially since it will impose an additional burden upon the appellant in relation to his continuing studies.  The penalty of imprisonment ought to be set aside because of the breach of the rule of natural justice, but having considered all the circumstances for myself, I am not satisfied that the sentence was otherwise infected by error and there was no substantial miscarriage of justice.  The provisions of s177(2)(f) of the Justices Act apply.

		In so far as the appeal goes to the fines imposed, it is allowed and those sentences quashed.  

1.	As to the dangerous driving offence a fine of $500 is substituted.

2.	The period of disqualification from driving of two years is set aside, and a period of six months disqualification substituted.

3.	As to the damage to property offence, a fine of $500 is substituted.

4.	The order for payment of compensation of $1,198.93 is affirmed.

5.	The appeal against sentence in respect of the aggravated assault charge is dismissed.

I will hear counsel on the question of time to pay the fines and compensation.


